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Min-CostMatching

Announcement:See Ed Discussions for link to

homework
partner
form, fill itoutby Fri, 9/1.

If G is a bipartite graph with edge costs a(n)

M a matching in2

y a vector assigning a new value to each verdex

we say y is compatible with M (M-compatible) i

⑩ Yutyr* ((uN) X (n,x +Z

② Yutyr
= c(r) F(x) =M

③ ya
=m* 5yw3 wherever neLnt

⑭&ye =

maa (yn3
whenever veRnt

Lama. If M is a matching with K edges and

ishas a compatible labeling, y, then

M has minimum costamong all k-edge matchings.

Prov
-

LetY =orYn.-I

For
any matching M with free vortex set fr

cost (M) =[ c(u,)
(u,v)=M

2

7
& im (yu+yr) =Y- Ya
/

or m=M, this is equality!



RHS is a lower bound on 1st (M').

As M' Rages over k-adge matchings,

thelower bound is smallestwhen its

free vortices have largestlabels,
i.e. when M = M.

Furthermore when M'=m its cost matches

thelower bound.

CY(yr) =((y) -y -y N (ux)*M

E Yutye-c(yr) of (y,v) 7M

Primal - Dual Algorithm for Min-Cost Matching
Initialize M=0, yu

=min(c(ei for usR,
ya =0 for usL

while M was free vertices

calculate cP(v) for each edge (ux).

cakulate residual graph GM

let& be a min-reduced-cost path
in G from Luf to Rut.

reduced

du =mindcost o a path in GnM - me from LOF to ↓-

Yu
=

Yu
+((t) - du) for wit

y =
=

yr- ((P) -dr)
t

for voR

z - max (0,z3.
endwhile

output M.

Running Time: n iterations x0 (m+nlogn) per iterationI

=0 (mn +nlgn).



Correctness: Accordingtolemma above, it

boils down toshowingif my are compatible↓

at startofloop iter, the new My
are compatible at the end.

Let My be new matching, labeling.

My the matching & labelly at start,

PropertiesD&2:
(r,v)
-

dCase1. etM cu,v) =Yu +Yr

y =

G
+((P) - dre)"

y =

yv
- (c(P) - dr)

t

In GM there is only one edge pointing intoa

namely (r,u).

CY(w,u) =0

Every path tore goes
three edge (as with

zao reduced cost-> du=dr

-> ((y,) =ya +y.

Cas,2. esP(M. clux) =Yu+Yr.

Yu =Yu + (((P) - du) =Yu +c(P) -de

y! I yr -(c() -d3
=

yr
- 3(P) +dr

Yuty! Yutyr+ dr-da S

P
=Yuty-

+c(u,v)

=((u,r Y


